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MICKY HAMMOND STABLE 
VISIT – TUES OCT 26TH 

It’s been a long time since NMRC was able to 
arrange a stable visit due to covid restrictions. 
 
However, following the successful ‘National 
Racehorse Week’ in September we decided it 
was time to arrange another club stable visit. 
 
We originally arranged this visit in June 2020 
but had to cancel due to the pandemic so we 
are delighted that this will be our first visit in 
2021! 
 
There is racing at Catterick in the afternoon as 
well so it should be a great day out in North 
Yorkshire! For full details please see page 6. 

ANDREW DIETZ IS UNDER THE SPOTLIGHT 
THIS MONTH   – SEE PAGE 10 

 
 
 

JUMPERS TO FOLLOW - NMRC MEMBER’S 
SPECIAL OFFER – SEE PAGE 6 
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COMPETITION NEWS 
& RESULTS 

 

59’s DRAW RESULTS UPDATE 

The latest ‘59’s’ winner is as follows:  

  
August 7th  – 58 – Tony Short (Bolton) 
  
September 4th  – 34 – Martin Burgess 
(Cuddington) 
  
Tony & Martin both win the usual £50pm prize. 
The winning number is determined by the ‘bonus 
ball’ drawn in the UK Lottery on the first Saturday 
of the month. 
 
Thanks to all who continue to support the draw.  
 
All numbers are currently allocated, but check the 
magazine each time to check if any numbers 
become available in the future! 
 
 

NH SATURDAY NAPS 2021-22  

The wait is nearly over for jumps racing 
enthusiasts with the main winter season starting 
soon. 

So, I’ve tinkered with the format again this year 
and reverted to a similar format to pre-covid times 
with this year’s competition starting on November 
27th and finishing on Grand National Day in 2022, 
9th April. 

There will be three rounds of 6 weeks each with 
prizes for the rounds and seasonal challenge. 

All registered members can enter and we also 
allow other family members to enter. 

The simple aim of the competition is to select a 
nap each Saturday with points scored based on 
the odds of the winners. 

For the entry form and fuller details please see 
page 5. 

 

HERITAGE HANDICAPS COMPETITION  
 

With just four weeks to go in this year’s challenge 
the leaders are as follows in the main 
competition: 
 

113.2 Peter Flynn 

91.55 Ray Squire 

91.2 Jason Sandland 

87.45 Gordon Armistead 

87.2 Helen Goodwill 

85.5 Phil Evans 

85.15 Brian James 

85.1 Craig McConnachie 

84.95 Frank Turley 

82.9 Michael Wheater 

81.55 Ted Halewood 

81 Andy White 

80.2 Malcolm Halliwell 

79.2 Mark Banks 

77.8 Chris Watson 

77.25 Duane Marshall 

75.25 Dave Bates 

75.05 Steven Purdy 
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Stella's 'lovely story about a lovely horse' By HAROLD HEYS 
 
FEW racegoers have much idea of what goes on behind the scenes to bring together fighting-fit racehorses 
from around the country to race against each other for our enjoyment. Watching on television rather gives the 
impression of sleek, pampered thoroughbreds, prancing and dancing and generally having the time of their 
lives. 
 
Indeed, some sail through their racing careers without a problem. Others struggle with a variety of ailments and 
never reach their full potential in spite of expensive and expansive TLC being lavished on them. 
 
Which brings me to Glorious Rio. Keen race fans will know that the four-year-old gelding is trained by Stella 
Barclay, off the M6 on the edge of the Bowland Hills. Keener enthusiasts will know that the horse, first trained 
in Lambourn as a two- and three-year-old, had "done nowt" before suddenly hitting form for Stella in good style 
at Newcastle a couple of months ago. 
 
I saw the race on television and thought "Wow!" as Shane Grey set the four-year-old alight two out and they 
flew through to win easily at 9-1. Few of Stella's winners race clear and coast home, I have to say; this was 
definitely one for the notebook. 
 

Although Rio came third in a muddling race on soft ground at Ayr next time, he popped up again at Nottingham 
a few days later under 7lbs claimer Jonny Peate – photo below. 

. 
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On good to firm ground, the 9-4 favourite won going away and followed up two weeks later on good ground at 
Hamilton, young Peate bringing him through smoothly on the rails for a narrow win at 11-4. 
 
By now, readers are probably wondering what's behind this surprising success story. Well, it's "a lovely story 
about a lovely horse" as Stella puts it. 

"He was bought for just 800 guineas by one of our owners, Matt Watkinson, at Tattersall's three-day sale in 
August last year. Because of Covid restrictions it was something of a 'blind' purchase and when he arrived at 
our yard he was feeling very sorry for himself. He had a lump the size of a melon on the front of his hock. 

"Rio had been in training and had run without success for a yard in Lambourn. I spoke to the vets who had 
been treating him and was told he had been on antibiotics for 18 months. They said that surgery was out of the 
question. It was too dangerous as toxins could enter his blood stream and prove fatal. 

"Top vets in Newmarket agreed. However, our own vet, Rosie Stone, of Oakhill Vets [Preston], was confident 
she could do the job. We had nothing to lose as a biopsy had shown that antibiotics were no longer working 
and that he would die a painful death if the lump burst inwardly." 

So Rio was admitted to Oakhill where Rosie performed several hours of surgery under general anaesthetic. It 
transpired that there was a huge abscess in the hock joint which had built a thick band of scar tissue around it 
and could not be seen on scans or X-rays. 

Rio returned home several days later, heavily bandaged, where, said Stella: "He became the bane of my life as 
he proceeded to bite off the bandages on a daily basis. After several weeks of aftercare he was finally led out 
and was soon able to start ridden exercise. He must have felt so well after having the encumbrance removed 
and he has really enjoyed his training on our gallops. 

"Several months later he ran in a few races being placed third twice before that win at Newcastle. There's no 
doubt that if Matt hadn't bought him and our super talented vet Rosie hadn't performed a miracle Rio would not 
be alive today," says Stella. 

Matt Watkinson's colours of dark blue with yellow armlets and facings, quartered cap, are becoming quite well-
known on Northern tracks. How did his interest develop? I asked him. 

"It was through my cricket. We would have Friday night socials to Haydock and it was from there that I decided 
to try getting involved in ownership and the 'behind-the-scenes' side of racing. 

 "I started in a small syndicate, which turned out to be a success – luckily, my first horse was useful – and I 
discovered Stella and Paul and their Lancashire Racing Stables in the summer of 2010, She was assistant 
trainer and was granted a trainer’s licence three years ago. I started by leasing a couple of quarter shares from 
them and have been involved in the yard ever since. We've had some reasonable success at a modest level. I 
met my future wife, Nikki, there – she was working at the yard!" 

 Matt set up his own racing club in August, 2019 as he wanted to come “full circle” and give folk an entry into 
this great sport and become hooked like he did. He started with eight members and now the club has about 45. 
In two years they have had 12 winners at a strike rate of over 10% and have had a lot of placed horses – and 
some great days out! 

Matt, who has his own business and lives over Kirkham way, says: "Rio’s success is the culmination of a lucky, 
minimum bid at the sales, a big vet operation, and lots of TLC from a great team!" 

And Stella adds: "Rio is a very brave horse and everyone here loves him." 

• Rio's great run continued with an easy, last-to-first win at Newcastle and a touched-off second – to an 80-1 
shot – after being taken wide in a £12,800 race at Haydock. Form figures since he was dropped to 5f and 
began to relish a new zest for life read an impressive: 131112. Handicap mark up from 48 to 65 in that time. 
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SATURDAY NAPS CHALLENGE 

2021/22 NATIONAL HUNT SEASON 
For this season I have re-vamped the format to something similar to pre-covi-19 times. This winter’s tipping 
challenge will be run over 18 Saturdays covering the main jumps season in the UK and finishing on Grand 
National Day on 9th April 2022. There will be no competition on New Year’s Day in 2022. 

This year we shall split the competition into three rounds (6 weeks each round) with prizes for each round and 
an overall seasonal competition. This means that we shall be starting Round One on 27th November this year 
with big jumps meetings at Newbury and Doncaster that weekend. Round Two will start on 22nd January 2022 
and Round 3 commences on March 5th 2022. 

The final prize fund structure will depend upon the level of entries received this year. All entry fees are used as 
prizes. 

Entry fees are again held at £10 for all three rounds. There may only be one entry per member for this 
competition although spouses/partners/children of members may also enter. If paying by cheque please 
continue to make payable to ‘NMRC’ or ‘North & Midlands Racing Club’. To make a direct online bank payment 
for your entry fee, please e mail info@northernracingclub.com for our bank details. 

The aim of the competition is quite simple – select your nap each Saturday and if it wins your points are based 
on the starting price declared plus your notional £1 stake. Although to add another judgement factor, you can 
also take ‘Tote Prices’ when making your selections if you think they will be better than starting prices. So a 3/1 
winner scores 4pts and a loser scores 0pts. If you miss any weeks for any reason you can send in a 
double/treble entry in the following weeks (as long as still in the same round). The winner of the 
rounds/seasonal competition will be those entrants with the highest scores. 

Weekly selections can be registered by answerphone, text or e mail. This year the deadline for all methods of 
entry will again be strictly enforced as 1pm, or for races that start before then at least 15 minutes before the 
race start time. This change is to ensure all entrants are able to enter on a ‘level playing field’.  

Full rules will be supplied to all entrants in due course – for postal entries please enclose a stamped addressed 
envelope if you would like a copy of the rules posting out. The entry form below can also be used. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

SATURDAY NAPS NATIONAL HUNT CHALLENGE (2021-22) ENTRY FORM 

Please enter me in this winter’s NH tipping competition. My £10 entry fee (payable to NMRC) is enclosed. 

I do/do not require a copy of the rules posting out (s.a.e required). Full rules also available on club website. 

As score updates are provided weekly via e mail, an e mail address is preferred. Scores also in club magazine. 

 

NAME(S)…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

ADDRESS…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

PHONE…………………………………E MAIL………………………………………………….. 

Please return this slip to N&M Racing Club, 53 Dalebrook Rd, Sale, Cheshire M33 3LB. 
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PAUL FERGUSON’S JUMPERS TO FOLLOW 
 
It’s nearly time for the ‘serious’ jumps enthusiasts to purchase their jumps season guides and this year we are 
profiling Paul’s guide. 
 
Now in its 15th year the guide has reached such a high profile that Weatherby’s are now involved as publishers 
with Paul also strongly involved in the Weatherby’s Cheltenham Guide, published in February. 
 
What’s inside this year’s edition... 
 

 PAUL'S 40 LEADING PROSPECTS for the 2021-2022 National Hunt season 
 ACROSS THE SEA – a further 20 horses to follow from Ireland 
 AROUND THE YARDS – Paul’s personal view (not trainer comments) on horses from more than 65 

stables from around the UK 
 POINT-TO-POINT GRADUATES – the pick of the recruits from between the flags 
 A VIEW FROM THE SADDLE – horses to follow from leading jockeys, including, PATRICK 

MULLINS 
 CHEVELEY PARK STUD – Richard Thompson again provides the lowdown on their powerful string 
 BIG-RACE TRENDS – trends and analysis in the format of the Cheltenham Festival Betting Guide 
 TOP-CLASS PERFORMERS – Paul’s view of the leading performers in each of the key divisions 
 NEWS FROM FRANCE – details of French recruits to British and Irish yards 

 
The annuals sell at £11.95 (digital version £9.95) and we are delighted that Paul/Weatherby’s have offered 
NMRC members a discount of £3 off either format. 
 
To order the annual please visit the Weatherby’s Shop website at https://weatherbysshop.co.uk/ 
 
Choose which version of the annual you want and go to the checkout where in the ‘coupon box’ you can add 
the discount code which is JTF21NMRC  NB There will also be a small postage charge of £1 added when 
making payment. 

 
MICKY HAMMOND STABLE VISIT – TUESDAY 26TH OCT 
 
The stable visit to Middleham is arranged for 10am and after the visit ends (approx. 11.30am) it is a 30-minute 
drive to Catterick racecourse from the stables with the first race at 1pm and last race at 4.25pm. The standard 
Paddock (online) admission at Catterick is £15 but if the weather is looking good the centre course is only £5 
(picnics and dogs are allowed in centre course). 
 
To book your place on the stable visit please contact Phil Evans (see committee panel for phone/e mail details) 
who will send final visit details to members who have registered ahead of the visit.  
 
It is usual to collect a donation of £5per adult from those attending on the day so we can leave a gift for the 
stable staff as a thank you for their time. Accompanied children are welcome to attend as are spouses/friends 
of members attending. 
 
As regards the optional visit to Catterick in the afternoon tickets should be purchased directly from the course – 
Catterick prefer pre-booked tickets but will still sell tickets on the day of the races. To book online visit 
https://www.catterickbridge.co.uk/ 
 
Alternatively to book tickets by phone call the course on 01748 811478. 
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GORDON ARMISTEAD’S RACING DIARY 
 

Saturday August 7th Haydock 
A dreadful day weather wise and plenty of non-runners during the afternoon. The filly’s listed Dick Hern Stakes 
was a weak race with most stepping up from handicaps or novice races. Waliyak won well and that is probably 
job done for her career. 
Foxes Tales stepped up from handicaps to take the Rose of Lancaster with the two proven group performers 
Euchen Glen and Stormy Antarctic running poor races. This told us little about how good he might be but it is 
hard to see him stepping up into the top grade. 
Wednesday August 11th Salisbury 
May 1986 was my last visit here. Back then it was a trip that started after Haydock’s May Day Bank Holiday. A 
jump card at Kempton on the Tuesday and then Cheltenham’s hunter chase evening on the Wednesday. After 
Salisbury it was Huntingdon on the Friday while it is lost in the mists of time why I couldn’t find a card on the 
Saturday.  
This meeting kicked off with two divisions of the six furlong two-year-old novice event. In division 1 those that 
had run looked no great shakes while most of the newcomers looked like they would come on for a run. The 
first five finished in a heap with winner Boafo Boy a 100/1 shot being the first two-year-old winner from twenty 
goes this season for Jamie Osbourne. Whatever he goes on to achieve the second home Ikhtiraaq and fifth 
placed Monitor will be winning races having taken until late on to realise what was expected. The latter was 
paddock pick and a Juddmonte cast off as a yearling with his dam being a full sister to twenty-one race winner 
Famous Name. 
Division 2 was run in a much faster time and the winner Ribhi could well be a decent sort. He will certainly 
improve for the outing being a big good-looking sort and he quickened well in the last furlong for a clear win. 
Runner up Buoyant was odds on after two placed efforts but while he should be up to winning he will be 
vulnerable in maidens as better horses start to appear. 
The main race of the day was the ten furlong listed Upavon Stakes for fillies. Technique fourth in the Nassau 
was clear favourite but after taking it up a furlong out she was run out of it by Lilac Road bouncing back from a 
poor run. Lady Hayes second in the Lancashire Oaks was well beaten and she will struggle to win at this level.  
Thursday August 12th Salisbury 
The two-year-old filly’s maiden that kicked things off was a restricted race for Band C and D horses. (I had to 
look it up and it relates to either auction value of the horse or the median auction value of the sire’s progeny 
sold at the yearling sales). They weren’t an outstanding bunch but Thebeautifulgame and Mistrix used their 
experience to pull well clear and both had a good attitude which will serve then in handicaps. 
Of the unraced ones Trans Montana looked O K and ran on to take fourth close home and should be all right at 
a modest level in time.  
The two seven-furlong maidens for older horses were not great on depth. The first division went to Unique Cut 
whose dam is a half-sister to Derby runner up Libertarian. She battled well to hold newcomer Wonder 
Elmossman but you would be struggling to get excited about the rest.  
Division 2 also had a well related winner in Undertheboardwalk whose dam is a half-sister to multiple Group 1 
winner Attraction. She made all on her debut and no doubt connections will now want to pitch her into listed 
class. The placed pair Peintre D’Etoiles and Red Genesis had both finished runner up on their second starts 
and didn’t help themselves here by trying to knock each other over. They can go into handicaps. 
The field for the one-mile Group 3 Sovereign Stakes was a mix of those on the downgrade, improving 
handicappers, and a failed classic contender. It was the latter who came out on top as Megallan second in the 
Dante but well beaten in the Prix du Jockey Club battled on well to go clear close home. He looked like this 
was a minimum trip and he may be better at ten furlongs as he gets older. Runner up Sir Busker hasn’t won on 
turf since taking a handicap off just 77 two years ago but this was better after a poor Ascot run. Britannia 
winner Perotto was well beaten by Baaeed at Goodwood but was a good third here to give a level to the form.  
Friday August 13th Newbury 
The first time I came here for flat racing the second race was won by that years Derby winner Quest for Fame 
and the third by 1000 Guineas, Oaks and Irish Derby winner Salsabil. Nothing anywhere near that good today. 
Persist the first foal of Group 1 winner Persuasive was backed into favouritism for the six furlongs two-year-old 
filly’s novice race. She isn’t the biggest and got behind early on before running on but was still well beaten. The 
race went to previous winner Dubai Jewel who already had a rating of 77 so it was a bit disappointing to see 
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her able to give away the penalty. Runner up Clitheroe went from a £45K yearling to a £590K two-year-old 
eight months later. She was paddock pick and a big strong sort who should come on for the experience. The 
other one who stood out beforehand was third placed Hamseh who came from a fair way back. Both these will 
win a novice or maiden and may prove better than the winner in the long run. 
Not a great bunch for the first division of the two-year-old seven-furlong maiden and after seeing a 100/1 
winner at Salisbury there was a 125/1 one here in Island Bandit who had finished tenth of thirteen under a 
seven-pound claimer on his only previous outing. He was the first British winner for the sire Zarak who won the 
Grand Prix de Saint Cloud for the Aga Khan and you would expect he will stay middle distances next year. 
Runner up Park Street had also had a run and after leading most of the way just kept on at one pace. Paddock 
pick was just about Utilitarianism who ran on from the back for fourth place but he didn’t look straightforward 
despite showing promise. The joint favourites were well beaten with Franklin William being colty in the parade 
ring and Alvediston being under pressure just after halfway. 
The second division might just have been a better race but not by much. Alotaibi seemingly not fancied for the 
Gosden’s at 14/1 beat Oh Herberts Reign who had already been well beaten twice and 66/1 shot Sea Dart. 
Down the field £800K yearling New Kingdom was one paced and he isn’t the biggest either. Wanees was colty 
in the parade ring and caught the eye of the stewards. He will improve for the run. 
 A big field of eighteen for the listed five-furlong St Hugh Stakes for two-year-old fillies and it was a case of 
quantity over quality. Delmona was a short-priced favourite after some good placed efforts including being 
second at Deauville six days earlier. Third here she looked like she needed a slightly longer trip but had 
seemingly not got home over six furlongs. She might not be one to trust. Winner Tardis on the other hand 
needed all of this trip and should get six. Attagirl beaten only a head hung badly close home and might have 
won but for that.   
Wednesday August 18th York 
The Acomb always seems a race from which horses should go on to a good career but the record of recent 
winners isn’t great. Last year’s winner Gear Up found a weak Group 1 at St Cloud but has proved 
disappointing at three and apart from Irish Guineas winner Phoenix of Spain winners in the last ten years have 
not achieved much. This year’s race had five last time out winners with Royal Patronage already having been 
given an official rating of 95. They didn’t look a great bunch and it was Royal Patronage at 25/1 who made all 
and never really looked like being challenged. Talk was of Group 1’s but it is hard to see him being that good. 
Back to the drawing board for those he beat. 
High Definition has been hyped up since his win in the Beresford last season but even his most faithful 
supporters must give up on him now after he faded to sixth in the Voltiguer. He is a big powerful sort but just 
too slow to make it at this level and it does not look like a step up in trip would suit. At the sharp end of the race 
they finished in a heap with Yibir turning around Gordon Stakes form after settling better. He can’t go to the 
Leger being a gelding but the placed horses The Mediterranean, Youth Spirit (no great scope), and Sir Lucan 
(not sure about his attitude) will probably go there but if Hurricane Lane turns up at his best they will be playing 
for places. 
Mishriff had been put in his place by the three-year-olds earlier in the season but the two Group 1 winning 
three-year-olds here have form only at a mile and both Mac Swiney and Alcohol Free failed to get home. This 
was Mishriff’ s best run to date but I would like to see him take on Adayar or St Mark’s Basilica again before 
the end of the season. Palenque who had beaten the Derby winner in what has turned out to be a good 
Sandown Classic Trial is not the biggest. He kept on for second and will be better back up in trip. Love was 
evidently supposed to make the running but missed the break and ended up well beaten. 
Friday September 3rd Haydock 
I thought that Rishes Baar the winner of the two-year-old six-furlong novice fillies race looked very much in 
need of the outing. At 28/1 she didn’t seem fancied either but she ran on well to collar the odds on Vertiginous 
close home. The runner up was dropping from group company looking for a first win but she will have to go 
further down the scale and a drop in trip might help as well. Not one to take a short price about. The rest of the 
field were well beaten.  
Salisbury winner Thebeautifulgame was trying to give a penalty away in the seven furlong two-year-old novice 
race but never really looked like doing it. The winner Improvise took all of the trip to get in front coming on lots 
for his first run and he will probably improve again without being any sort of star. 
Saturday September 4th Haydock 
Hafit was odds on for the listed Ascendent Stakes after winning his maiden at Newmarket but hardly jumped 
out in the parade ring as being worth his £2.1 million yearling price. He came to win the race but found little 
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when it mattered and hung in behind the winner. That winner Triple Time made most and ran on gamely and 
has improved with every run. You would imagine the Royal Lodge might be a target but we will have to see if 
he is good enough.  
Having won the first Andrea Atzeni rode a super race making all in the Group 3 Superior Mile on Artistic Rifles 
who was the outsider of the five runners. It was probably not the greatest Group 3 with favourite Lord Glitters 
never being in the race. He looks for all money like he needs to go up in trip to a mile and a quarter after 
needing all of the nine furlongs to win at Meydan in the spring. 
Another excellent front running ride in the mile six three-year-old handicap as Joe Fanning went off fast to get 
the lead before slowing things down and then kicking for home two and a half out on Golden Flame. I am not 
sure I would fancy him to follow up when reassessed. Third home Valley Forge was staying on all the time 
finding this too short on much faster ground than at York. He will want two miles in time and next season 
something like the Northumberland Plate would be right up his street. 
Lots of old timers in the Old Borough Cup and the handicapper had them about right as they finished in a heap. 
You will never see a better example of a non-stayer then Noble Masquerade who went on three out like he was 
going to win easily but emptied out to only finish fifth. 
There was hope in the Sprint Cup that back on quick ground Starman would follow up from the July Cup but he 
needed all of the stiff six at Newmarket and he came up a stride or two short here. He is certainly a fine-looking 
beast and was easily paddock pick. Ascot in October would be the obvious target but it would have to be better 
ground than it usually is for that meeting. Emaraaty Ana has really stepped up since starting at 100/1 and 
finishing well beaten in the July Cup. He and third home Chil Chil boosted the Nunthorpe form.  
Sunday September 12th Haydock 
Six very competitive handicaps most of which could have gone anyway till close home and the official 
handicappers could feel pleased with their work.  
The one exception was a six-furlong race for unraced two-year-olds. They weren’t a great bunch to look at with 
Al Barez a son of Irish Guineas winner Jet Setting being just about the best. He showed ability in second for a 
trainer who doesn’t have his two-year-olds wound up first time out. The winner Whoputfiftyinyou did it nicely 
and should have a career at a level while third home Sharesa will have benefitted from the run. 
One aspect of the meeting that was good was the twenty-five-minute gaps between races. Thirty-five minutes 
has unfortunately become the norm which is too long for a flat meeting. Many moons ago I went to a meeting 
at the now closed course at Taby in Sweden where an eight-race card had gaps of seventeen minutes and all 
the races went off on time so shorter gaps are achievable with a will. 
Friday September 24th Haydock 
The two six-furlong maidens for two-year-olds were probably modest events but should throw up some 
winners. Kimngrace took the fillies race on her fourth start but it is likely that the second Barbarera and third 
Ramadhaan both making their debuts will prove better than the winner in the long run. 
Only five in the colt’s race and the interesting one for the future could well be third home Speranzoso. He is a 
big two-year-old who was not given a hard time at all on debut and will certainly be a better horse next season. 
Favourite Buckshaw Village should probably have won but got run out of it close home and I would have my 
doubts about him. 
You can’t beat a horse that try’s and Bandinelli in the mile six three-year-old handicap really stuck his head out 
after making most. He will get two miles easily. Likewise Sibaaq in the mile handicap battled on well close 
home after being headed. 
Korker took the five-furlong nursery will much more ease than the official neck verdict. He has already had 
seven runs but looks like he could be more than just a two-year-old. 
The open age mile six handicap may not have been a great race class wise but was run in memory of Ray 
Turner who died of Covid early in the year. He worked in the betting ring for many years taking down bets on 
the old ledgers and was a real racing fan. You wouldn’t meet a nicer person.  
Saturday September 25th Haydock 
The two-year-old maidens today were both over a mile. In the fillies’ race Kick On Girl made all and was never 
really challenged. Looking at her action she could be better with a bit more give in the ground. The others 
looked a little one paced.  
Favourite Educator had more experience than most of the field in the colt’s race but had gained cheek pieces 
following a second place at Goodwood. He was more forcibly ridden than his rivals to win by a neck and he will 
be in handicaps next season over middle distances. Runner up Asean Legend ran well on his debut and will 
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win a maiden before the season ends. Fifth home Bling on the Music is a big lump who can only be better next 
season. 
Summer ‘s Knight took his fifth race of the season in the mile six handicap and did so with any amount in hand. 
He was off 88 here and it will be interesting to see how much higher he can go. He should certainly get two 
miles. 
 

RACING SPOTLIGHT ON ANDREW DIETZ  By BRIAN GOODWILL 
 
WHEN DID YOU FIRST GET THE RACING BUG? 
Watching the Grand National from an early age sowed a seed, but it was really going to watch my 
uncle's horses race at tracks in the north. He didn't have many and they weren't any good, but it was 
great fun. We used to make regular family trips to Cartmel as well and that track holds a lot of special 
memories. 
 
WHEN DID YOU START IN RACING? 
I did a post-graduate course in newspaper journalism at the University of Central Lancashire and 
started at the Racing Post shortly after, back in 2005. My first role was as internet page editor in the 
old Racing Post office in Canary Wharf and I became assistant internet editor a few years later. 
 
WHAT DO YOU DO NOW? 
Having spent many happy years down in London, I moved back up north about eight years ago and 
have been working primarily as a reporter since then. I fulfil a variety of roles, working on racecourse 
shifts, news shifts, doing interviews and helping the editorial production team.   
 
IS BRITISH RACING THE BEST IN THE WORLD? 
I think the Irish might have something to say about that after the 23-5 drubbing at the Cheltenham 
Festival! And let's not talk about prize-money. But British racing has a lot to shout about, regularly 
producing the world's best horses, looked after by leading trainers and ridden by the top jockeys. 
There's such a rich history to the sport and it has great variety to keep you interested all year round. 
I'm a jumps fan at heart, but I love Flat racing too and enjoy visiting all the different racecourses. 
 
ANY PARTICULAR FUNNY STORY YOU CAN RELATE FROM THE PRESS ROOM? 
I've got one from the Racing Post office a few years back. We had a new starter take someone else's 
coat home after one of his first days of work. Unfortunately for him, it belonged to one of the fiercer 
department managers who was less than impressed his wallet and house keys were heading to the 
opposite side of London. He didn't get everything back until the following day, earning the new starter 
the nickname, 'The Coat'.  
 
WHO ARE YOUR RACING HEROES, EQUINE AND HUMAN? 
The first horse I followed religiously was Grey Abbey. He was a bit underrated and always seemed to 
go off at a decent price and I had some good wins on him, which always helps. I'm a sucker for a 
gutsy grey and Monet's Garden and Nacarat were other favourites. Ruby Walsh would be the best 
jockey I've seen in my lifetime.  
 
WHAT ARE THE BEST AND WORST PARTS OF YOUR PRESENT JOB? 
The best part of the job is definitely going to the racecourse to cover the action. Reporting on live 
sport was why I got into journalism in the first place and I still get a great buzz seeing something 
special at the track. The worst part of the job is probably the anti-social hours. Working weekends can 
make things tricky with two young sports-mad sons. 
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MAL BOYLE’S NATIONAL HUNT JIGWORD – BOOK COMPETITION 

 
Mal Boyle has kindly provided this 
jigword puzzle to be used as a 
club competition. 
 
Members need to complete the 
grid (like a crossword) with the 
names of all 22 National Hunt 
only courses in the UK. 
 
To give everyone a helping hand 
the answer to (13) down is 
Worcester! 
 
Once completed, please send 
your entry as a completed grid to 
NMRC at 53 Dalebrook Rd, Sale, 
M33 3LB and a winner will be 
drawn to receive a racing book 
prize. Closing date is 31st  
October 2021. 
 
To receive the answers members 
can e mail Mal Boyle on/after 1st 
November 2021. The address is 
malcolmboyle2@gmail.com 
 
To receive Mal’s weekly jigwords 
please also e mail Mal and he will 
add you to his mailing list. 

 
 

RACING SYSTEMS FOR THE 2021-21 JUMPS SEASON  BY PHIL EVANS 
 
All of these systems are available on the club website www.northernracingclub.com  ‘Racing Systems’ tab with results 
tracked throughout the year and updates posted most months. Whilst the data covers a 5-year period in most instances, 
where a shorter period is covered this will be stated. All data assumes a notional profit against a £1stake for qualifying 
selections. Data as at 27/9/21 with course lists in alphabetical order for those with the most favourable results. If All 
Weather tracks are listed these will be bumper races only. 
 
*TRAINER TRAITS (Trainers who have won a race at least three times in last ten years): Cartmel £23.87, Galway £25.94, 
Newbury £37.5, Sedgefield £21.7. 
 
*JOCKEY TRAITS (4 years – Jockeys who have won races at least three times in the last ten years): Doncaster £20.9, 
Naas £22.63, Punchestown £26.84. 
 
***COURSE & TRAINER (Course winners whose trainer has a 60% RTF score in the Racing Post): Clonmel £40.18, 
Fakenham £27.01, Leopardstown £21.5, Ludlow £23.88, Tramore £21.9. 
 
****TRAINER PAST WINS (Races which the trainer has won once/twice before in the last ten years): Huntingdon £50.77, 
Leicester £70.69, Listowel £32.52, Musselburgh £25.21. 
 
**365+ DAYS SINCE LAST RUN (Horses where last run, under same code, at least a year ago): Carlisle £35.25, Cork 
£53.88, Ffos Las £21.42, Kilbeggan £24.7, Sedgefield £46.33, Worcester £169.14. 
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**IRISH RUNNERS IN UK (3 years - Irish trained runners): Aintree £33, Cheltenham £201.55, Wetherby £24.1 
 
**BLINKERS FIRST TIME (Includes Blinkers, hoods and visors only): Gowran £23.54, Haydock £24, Hereford £33.25, 
Kilbeggan £36.2, Wetherby £94.25. 
 
**FIRST RUN SINCE WIND OPERATION (3 years): Aintree £35.5, Newcastle (AW) £53.5, Uttoxeter £33.61, Warwick 
£77.95, Wolverhampton (AW) £41. 
 
*****SECOND RUN SINCE WIND OPERATION (3 years): Catterick £31.59, Cheltenham £28.75, Doncaster £38.6, 
Hexham £91.97, Ludlow £32.92, Musselburgh £40.75, Newcastle £34.13, Stratford £55.93. 
 
*DAYS LAST RAN (4 years – covers races won at least three times in last ten years by horses who have had a similar 
break since last run, often in the same race): Ascot £24.25, Cheltenham £24.58. 
 
*This information is available from the NMRC website. 
** This information is available from most online racing websites & racing papers. 
***Course winners are noted on most race cards in the press/online whilst the RTF score is available from the Racing 
Post printed/online editions. 
****For past winners details I use either Betturtle or Irish Racing websites. 
*****For second run since wind operation I use the Racing post printed/online editions. Irish cards rarely show this data. 
 

NATIONAL RACEHORSE WEEK – 12TH-19TH SEPTEMBER 
 
This September numerous UK stables opened their doors to the public to emphasise the way in which these 
superb thoroughbreds are looked after by the sport in a year when some isolated stories in the press may have 
suggested otherwise. Many NMRC members, who were lucky enough to go on some of these visits, have 
kindly shared their photos online on the NMRC Facebook pages and here are a small sample:  
 

 
 
 

(Above) Karl Burke’s stables (Below) Illustrating, Snooze N You Lose, Spycatcher (By Kay Hornbrook): 
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(Below – On the gallops at Tim Vaughan’s, taken by Martin Nott): 
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(Below) Tom Symonds gallops, Sound For Someone & Hoolywoodian taken by Martin Nott): 
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(Below – Tom Dascombe’s yard – taken by Jutal Roxy): 
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(Below – Stella Barclay’s gallops taken by Jutal Roxy): 
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CARTMEL REFLECTIONS – 2021 SEASON BY PHIL EVANS 
 

It was almost a perfect season at Cartmel this year other than the loss of the Friday meeting in June due to a 
sudden downpour which caught everyone off guard. We started with very limited crowds in May with Covid 
restrictions gradually lifted during the summer with the August Bank Holiday meetings back to something like 
their normal huge crowds. 
 
Local trainer Jimmy Moffatt again won the leading trainer award after another great season with his stable 
jockey, conditional rider Charlotte Jones, taking the leading jockey award. Charlotte comes from nearby 
Barrow and perhaps her most notable winner in 2021 was on Dressedforsuccess at the August meeting. The 
horse was comfortably in the lead as the runners turned up the home strait for the last two furlongs but then 
seemed to get distracted by the large crowd and tried to pull up before being stoked up again by Charlotte to 
see off the challenge of Get Out The Gate by a neck! 
 
Dressedforsuccess was the star of the season winning four times in total. The owner is Jimmy Latham who 
used to own a campsite at nearby Flookburgh but sold out many years ago to Haven. Since then Jimmy has 
operated as an on-course bookmaker at numerous tracks including Cartmel and Cheltenham! 
 
Back in May he was the registered trainer of the horse when it ran in a Maiden Hunter chase at Cartmel. 
Jimmy still owns a lot of land near the Haven holiday park in Flookburgh and from it the North West Parachute 
Centre operates as well as the land being used for Sunday car boot sales in the warmer months. Anyone 
visiting his site will also see a number of schooling fences on the grassed area where his horses are trained as 
well as using the gallops on the nearby beach. 
 
I had watched his horses work on the beach several times on my morning walks on the coastal path and on 
this basis I decided to support Dressedforsuccess in the hunter chase when it won at 10/1! Rather than sticking 
to the ‘amateur’ sphere of hunter chasing Jimmy Latham then decided to move the horse to Jimmy Moffatt just 
down the road in Cartmel where they won three more valuable chases over the rest of the season. 
 
Those that don’t really follow Cartmel may not realise that it is something of a specialist track where past 
winners seem to run far better there than their handicap marks suggest they should. Tonto’s Spirit won 3 times 
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this season for Diane Sayer, Alqamar (3 wins) and Native Fighter (2 wins) were next best for Jimmy Moffatt 
with For Jim winning twice for Jenny Candlish. Whilst not having any multiple winners, the husband/wife team 
of Samantha & Jonathan England did have  a very good year also with plenty of winners/placed horses. 
Jonathan does ride the course very well and likes to bring his mounts with a late withering run as they enter the 
home strait. On the Sunday between the two final meetings there is a ‘blessing of the horse’ ceremony at 
Cartmel Priory with Golden Town blessed this year with Jimmy Moffatt/Charlotte Jones in control with Lord 
Cavendish making up part of the large attendance present. 
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